Standard O.B. rules apply unless otherwise specified. All rivers, creeks, streams, ponds and all bridges are out of bounds. O.B. lines are marked with white string and or paint; some O.B. lines will have whiskers or stakes for visual reference.

1. **MPO/FPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. Your drive must come to rest in bounds and on the basket side of the creek. Also see marked O.B. line to the north of the basket. The creek and the river (deep of the basket) and beyond are O.B. If your drive lands in the creek, before the creek, in the river or O.B., proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. After your drive or throw from the drop zone, standard O.B. rules apply.

2. **MPO/FPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. If your drive lands in the river or goes O.B. (road or beyond) proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. After your drive, standard O.B. rules apply.

3. **MPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. **FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. Your drive must come to rest in bounds and on the basket side of the River. The river is O.B. If your disc comes to rest in the river or short of the river off of your drive proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. After your drive, standard O.B. rules apply. If you have a lost disc, proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty.

4. **MPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. **FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. River and beyond O.B.

5. **MPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. **FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. Mandatory right of the marked tree, if you miss the mando tree by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. After you have passed the mando tree, standard O.B. rules apply. The only O.B. after the mando tree is the river and beyond.

6. **MPO/FPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. River and beyond O.B.

7. **MPO/FPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. River and Beyond O.B.

8. **MPO/FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. The sand hill is marked with an O.B. line; if your disc comes to rest O.B. proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty.

9. **MPO**: **Gold Tee-pad**. **FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. Mandatory right of the marked mando tree down the fairway on the left. If you miss the mando tree by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the marked drop zone (Red Tee-pad) with a one stroke penalty. River and beyond O.B., Creek/pond O.B. After you have passed the mando tree, standard O.B. rules apply. The wood walkway by the basket / river is not O.B.

10. **MPO/FPO**: **Blue Tee-pad**. The pond near the tee-pad is O.B., the creek on the right side of the fairway and beyond is O.B. (O.B. line starts at the end of the land bridge at the start of the creek after the pond). The marked O.B. line is running east. Standard O.B. rules apply. There is a triple mandatory near the basket, If you miss the triple mando by crossing over the mando line, proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. After your throw from the drop zone, standard O.B. rules apply. Marked O.B. line near the green of 10.
11. **MPO:** Gold Tee-pad. **FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The property fence / O.B. line on the right side of the fairway is O.B., the main creek on the far left is O.B. The open ditch in the center of the fairway is not O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

12. **MPO:** Gold Tee-pad. **FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The property fence / O.B. line on the right side of the fairway is O.B., the creek and beyond near the green is O.B., standard O.B. rules apply.

13. **MPO/FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The creek on the right and beyond is O.B. If your drive is O.B. or lost, proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. From the drop zone or after your drive, standard O.B. rules apply.

14. **MPO/FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The creek and beyond down the right side of the fairway is O.B., the marked O.B. extends from the pipe in the land bridge and extends east to the property line. The creek that runs perpendicular in the fairway downstream of the pipe is also O.B. (No property fence/line O.B. on this hole) Standard O.B. rules apply.

15. **MPO/FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The pond is O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

16. **MPO/FPO:** Gold Tee-pad. **Island hole.** If your initial drive does not come to rest inside the marked island, proceed to the drop zone with a one stroke penalty. From the drop zone or after your initial drive, standard O.B. rules apply.

17. **MPO:** Gold Tee-pad. You will tee off from the wood dock. The pond, marked containers, the roof of the wood cabin, property fence and the road (deep of the basket) and beyond are all O.B. If your drive lands O.B. you will proceed to the marked drop zone with a one stroke penalty. From the drop zone or after your drive standard O.B. rules apply.

   **FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. The pond, marked containers, the roof of the wood cabin, property fence and the road (deep of the basket) and beyond are all O.B. Standard O.B. rules apply.

18. **MPO:** Gold Tee-pad. **FPO:** Blue Tee-pad. If your drive does not come to rest in bounds and on the other side of the pond, proceed to the marked drop zone “A” with a one stroke penalty. Mandatory left of the marked mando mid fairway, if you miss the mando proceed to the drop zone “B”. The pond, the fort and the garden area are all O.B., the fairway is also marked with O.B. From drop zone “A” standard O.B. rules apply unless you miss the mando, in that case you would proceed to drop zone “B”. From drop zone “B” standard O.B. rules apply.